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SKIL 7242 AA Multi Sander

SKIL 7242 
AA MULTI 
SANDER 
This versatile offering from  
SKIL is fine for occasional 
sanding jobs, though don’t 
expect to use it for hours  
on end, says Phil Davy 

SKIL’s Clic system features fast, tool-free pad removal

Sliding the lever back again locks the plate to the tool

The Multi Sander accepts hook-and-loop-backed 
sanding sheets, which tend to be a fairly common 
size (approximately 100 × 150mm) in this style

There are three provided, each with lugs that simply 
click into the base

Interchangeable bases can be swapped to suit  
the surface you’re sanding, whether this is flat, 
contoured or when working tight into a corner

Moving the lever sideways releases the forward  
delta pad, which can then be substituted for another 
rigid extension pad

 
 
 
fairly common size (approximately 100 × 150mm) 
in this style. Abrasive sheets to fit similar sanders 
of other brands may vary slightly in size, though  
if necessary you could trim them to fit the SKIL. 
The punched hole pattern is unlikely to match 
exactly, though.

SKIL’s Clic system features fast, tool-free  
pad removal. Moving the lever sideways  
releases the forward delta pad, which can  
then be substituted for another rigid extension 
pad. There are three provided, each with lugs  
that simply click into the base. Sliding the  
lever back again locks the plate to the tool.

One of the extension pads uses regular 
(approximately 93 × 93mm) triangular sheets, 
while the other two are more specialised.  

S KIL is another power tool name  
that may not be too familiar to newer 
woodworkers. Famous for the once 
ubiquitous SKIL saw, this DIY brand  

is now available through B&Q stores. Over the 
years it has changed its livery and is now a rather 
snappier red, certainly more eye-catching than 
before. As well as a new range of 20V cordless 
tools, they produce plenty of mains-powered 
products, too.

The Multi Sander concept is not new, the 
format available from a couple of brands in the 
past, including both SKIL and Black & Decker. 
Interchangeable bases can be swapped to suit  
the surface you’re sanding, whether this is flat, 
contoured or when working tight into a corner. 

Clic system
Essentially, this SKIL 4-in-1 model is an orbital 
tool with palm sander base. It accepts hook-and-
loop-backed sanding sheets, which tend to be a  

For sanding convex profiles  
one pad has a flexible strap,  
which uses square-format sheets 
(approximately 54 × 54mm).  

The final base is a finger pad 
(approximately 87 × 32mm), which is  

ideal for sanding louvred doors or similarly 
restricted areas. 

Although several abrasive sheets of different 
size are included, these are 120 grit only. A few  
at 80 grit would have been welcome, particularly 
for stripping paintwork or varnish. Only the larger 
delta sheets are punched for dust extraction, 
though. On the plus side it’s fairly easy to create 
your own abrasives, providing you can find 
suitable hook-and-loop sheets. Simply use  
a craft knife to cut the shape needed, using  
the tool itself as a template.

Brushed motor
The Multi Sander has textured rubber around  
the top of the body to improve grip, while the  
on/off rocker switch is shrouded against dust.  
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It’s fairly lightweight at 1.05kg, while cable  
length is adequate at 2.7m. 
   A brushed motor (rated at 160W) means the 
SKIL is quite noisy, and its single fixed speed  
of 14,500rpm means you can’t reduce this to 
lower the sound level. Suitable ear defenders  
are therefore highly recommended for periods  
of extended sanding. 

The tool itself has textured rubber around the top  
of the body to improve grip, while the on/off rocker 
switch is shrouded against dust

A vacuum hose adaptor is included, so hooking  
up an external extractor isn’t a problem

As a DIY tool it’s fine for occasional sanding jobs

The final base is a finger pad, which is ideal for 
sanding louvred doors or similarly restricted areas

You can’t actually dismantle the clear plastic box  
if you want to rinse the filter, though. Emptying  
the canister is simple enough, however

The tool is light enough for extended overhead  
or vertical sanding, without suffering arm ache  
at the same time

For sanding convex profiles one pad has a flexible 
strap, which uses square-format sheets 

A rigid Micro-Filtration dust canister clips securely  
to the rear port

Swapping from one pad to another is certainly 
convenient, with the flexible pad option particularly 
handy for convex sanding

A rigid Micro-Filtration dust canister clips  
securely to the rear port, and with a paper filter 
it’s arguably more efficient than a fabric dustbag. 
You can’t actually dismantle the clear plastic box  
if you want to rinse the filter, though. Emptying 
the canister is simple enough, however. A vacuum 
hose adaptor is included, so hooking up an 
external extractor isn’t a problem. 

SPECIFICATION
Input: 160W
Sanding movements: 29,000pm
Sanding orbit Ø: 1.6mm
Turnable delta tip size: 93mm
Weight: 1.6kg
Voltage: 220-240V
Sound pressure level: 80.0dB(A)  
In the box: SKIL 7242 Multi Sander; 12 × sanding 
sheets; turnable delta tip; 3 × special sanding 
attachments; Micro-Filtration dust box; Vacuum 
cleaner adaptor; instruction manual

Typical price: £45
Web: www.skil.com; www.diy.com

THE VERDICT

PROS
 Four sanding options; easy to swap pads

CONS
 Quite noisy; single speed

RATING: 3.5 out of 5

In use
This is not a random orbit tool, so some swirls 
on the surface are inevitable when sanding. 
Swapping from one pad to another is certainly 
convenient, with the flexible pad option 
particularly handy for convex sanding. I found 
there was a tendency for the abrasive to stick  
as you moved this pad along a rounded edge, 
though this could have been the combined  
effect of several layers of paint. The tool is light 
enough for extended overhead or vertical sanding, 
without suffering arm ache at the same time. Its 
Micro-Filtration box works well enough (when 
using punched paper), though capacity is limited. 
Not a big problem, though in a workshop you’re 
probably better off using an extractor anyway.

Conclusion
The SKIL Multi Sander is more versatile than most 
budget sanders, particularly if you’re faced with a 
house renovation project or similar work. If you’re 
keen on upcycling old furniture, this tool would be 
suitable for cleaning up chair and table legs, stair 
spindles, louvred doors and suchlike. As a DIY tool 
it’s fine for occasional sanding jobs, though don’t 
expect to use it for hours on end. 


